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Carlos G

on
02/26/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is better than any Glock to date. The closest thing is my beretta 92 fs. 











Jorge L

on
06/24/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I had heard a lot about EAA. Being the owner of 3 CZs all metal I wanted a lighter gun. I could have bought the P-07 but decided to give EAA a try. I went from the gun shop to the range. Shot at 7, 10, 15 and 25 feet. Hit mass at every distance. One heck of a good shooting gun and the price was right. Highly recommend it. 











Morgan M

on
08/16/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Worth every penny of the extremely low price. This gun works perfectly, I've put well over 500 rounds through this gun without a hitch. The single action trigger is crisp and light. I haven't honestly shot it much in double action, but the pull doesn't seem too bad. The mag was interchangeable with my friend's CZ. Mag is pretty easy to load and built sturdy. The finish of the gun is very good on most parts, but looks a little rough around the edges on the rubberized parts on the grip. The gun is great to shoot, accurate, and the rear sight is adjustable. If you're thinking about buying a full-size 9mm I highly recommend this one. I've had this gun for a few years now and am really considering buying another to have one for each hand. 











Samuel L

on
03/25/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very happy with it, the only issue I have had was some trouble with magazine compatibility but that was due to my own personal lack of research. Considering the 10mm version for my next handgun 











Marty R

on
03/26/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










AN AMAZING FIREARM AND I COULDNT BELEIVE THE PRICE... AWESOME 











Sean W

on
12/06/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Tremendously fun! I have the same model (#999104?) only with a shorter barrel (4" vs 4.5"). It was a mistake on my part, but I'm glad I did. The #999044 has a better feel overall and shoots more smoothly. With a full magazine, it balances better. I haven't fully broken it in,* so the slide is still a little stiffer than my first. -Both have that awful trigger that tears up your index finger. -Both use the exact same polymer body. -The 104's detents are set better, but both don't expose them. -The 044's breakdown was more difficult, requiring a little more elbow grease.* -Double action performs well, but the #104 is a little smoother.* -The 044's breakdown did catch me by surprise. While reassembling, I had to lift the slide a little, because the ejector got in the way. -The barrel's ramp is a little more square, but I had no problems with cycling. [I don't know why I write these things, because I really doubt anyone reads them; still, I hope at some point this analysis will prove helpful to someone.] 











Robert S

on
09/05/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very accurate and reliable gun..best for the money..period! 











Mark M

on
05/17/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Incredible, excellent, outstanding to name a few right out of the box this gun fired 300 rds not one hiccup not one problem for 300 this gun has gone above and beyond expectations 











John P

on
04/23/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The small frame Witness, 9mm is one of the best values going. It is very accurate, but low. This is typical of the fixed sights they put on them. A simple call to EAA and they sent me one for my .40, and they will do the same for the 9mm. I took the gun out to the range today and it was flawless. Groups were very tight up to 15 yards. Haven't shot it 25 yards yet as I need to go to a different range to do that. I used Federal, Blazer bronze, and Fiochhi. The Witness handled them all, no problemo. I guess the biggest downside is the finish. It's fine, but it will nick up here and there with usage, unlike, say Melonite. But I bought it to shoot, and that's where the fun is. And the good part is that it will use the same mags that my Witness .40 uses, so who cares that it only came with one mag? Also, my .22 conversion kit fit perfectly on the 9mm just like it did on the .40, and it performed flawlessly today as well. I can swap the slides on the .40 and the 9mm as well. For 300 bucks, who could ask for more? 











Rick A

on
03/28/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My 1st ever online firearm purchase. So, was very pleased when transaction went so smooth. Product was as described, and quick delivery along with a great price makes for a satisfied customer. Thanx Rick A 











Dan Y

on
01/18/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










A fine weapon that packs nice punch on the range and I imagine for self defense (haven't had to do that yet). 16 round magazine that feeds like an assembly line, no FTF or FTE, the two brands of 9mm ammo I used (PMC Bronze and Remington) fed right through. All 200 rounds. The trigger pull does take its toll as my finger started to hurt after burning through a box, but I am new to guns. Broke out a pair of gloves and kept going comfortably. I like the accessory rail, perfect for a laser pointer or tac light. Nice sights as well. Build quality is great, EAA did a fine job and yet the price is low, under $300 when I purchased. I may have to add more EAA firearms to my collection in the future. Recommended! 











Bradley A

on
11/08/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought the EAA Witness P in the 9MM what a great gun! the gun fits my hand great and shoots awesome! My wife has a little trouble with her small hands but it is a great gun for the price. Buds was also great on the shipping, fast and freindly, will definately buy from them again 











Mike B

on
09/07/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased the eaa tanfoglio witness p-s in 9mm. As soon as I picked it up from my local gun store I had people in line wanting to look at it and one guy even offered to buy it off of me on the spot lol. The clerk at the counter informed me his wife had one in steel frame and that he hasn't ever shot a 9mm as smooth as the witness pistols. After having it for about 5 months I've put around 500 rounds through it and only had one FTE which I believe was due to the fact that I was using wolf ammo and hadn't cleaned the gun in months. After clearing the shell it continued o fire flawlessly. This gun has had no problems firing any type of ammo. It will eat anything you feed it. My only gripe about this weapon is that it only corms with one mag. Other than that it's perfect. The trigger is very smooth in single action and double action feels very firm with no slop in the trigger. If you need replacement mags buds has them here and the part number I got when I called eaa is 101900 for the full size p-s model. I definitely recommend this handgun and at this price there is no reason not to purchase it. As always buds was excellent. 











Larry W

on
08/29/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The pistol operates smoothly without a lot of jump and recoil. With a little coaching , my wife had little trouble keeping 12/15 on a silhouette at 15ft. She hadn't fired a gun in 30 years. I experienced a couple of fail-to-feeds. The gun range manager helped me out. The magazine springs are stiff and hard to load. I wasn't seating the rounds all the way in the rear of the mag box. After loading the mag and tapping it against my palm to seat the rounds rearward, I had no further issues. I love the accuracy and all the safety features of the gun. 











Williams P

on
08/08/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've seen a few reviews complaining about various things about this gun, majority of which are user error because you don't know how to load a firearm (don't read everything you believe on the internet). It's a great gun for the price, little irritated that the day after I purchased Buds dropped the price $20, but besides that I ran 100 rounds of cheap ammo through it today without any issues. Lines up right on the target and nails it every time. Great looking grips and overall just a nice firearm. The gun itself is a bit big, so it might not be ideal for someone with smaller hands, but I still give it a 5/5. 











Wade W

on
07/18/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What a great pistol. I have put plenty of rounds through it and not one hiccup. flawless functionality for me. Accuracy is on point even when rapid firing. At 10 yards, squeezing the trigger as rapidly as I could, every round found my target. 











Jesse B

on
07/17/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This firearm is very accurate, durable, and fired without any malfunctions. Great weapon! 











Joshua J

on
06/30/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a fine pistol. It shoots as well as my Beretta M9 for half the price. Great gun at an affordable price. 











Joseph G

on
06/15/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Easy fast and great customer service. Thank you Buds, super fast shipping! Gun was perfect, just as described. 











Scott O

on
05/24/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I received the pistol from Bud's in 3 days from the ordered date. I read all the other entries about how this gun fits your hands so perfectly and I would have to agree. I took it to the range and shot 200 rounds through it without any issues. I cannot believe how accurate this pistol is. I shot from 7, 10 ,and 25yds. This pistol at this price is a no brainer and is really fun to shoot. If there is anyone out there contemplating on getting this do yourself a favor and just get it you cannot go wrong with this pistol. I did buy 2 extra magazines for it which was $60.00 shipped to my house. The only downside is that it only comes with one magazine. 











Michael B

on
05/15/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds was great to deal with! My gun shipped to my FFL fast and i picked it up with no prob!!!!! Buds also had the best price for my gun, i saved a couple hundred shopping with Buds!!!!!! No doubt i will be working with Buds from now on! THANKS BUDS!!!!!! 











Joe C

on
05/13/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun for the money. Shot 500 rounds no issues. 











Jesse B

on
05/09/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My 1st full size 9mm, great all around performance. Ergo is good accuracy is is better that can i can shoot!. Truly a bargain at Bud's prices1 No ffl/ftf 500 rounds through it since October 2012. Thanks Bud's 











Bryan W

on
04/29/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Straight out of the box this gun was amazing! Felt good in hand and had great balance while loaded. After getting accustomed to the sights, shots were within 2" at 30 feet. Only complaint I have is the magazine is a little loose when you shake the gun but has no effect on its performance. For a gun under $400, it performs much better than you can imagine. 











William C

on
04/17/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










First purchase from buds and will purchase from them again. Nice pistol for the price. Fired 50 rounds of cheap ammo through it without a single jam. Only comes with one clip and extra clips are hard to find. Also the clip is beginning to come loose when loaded into the pistol. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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